
Guide to Audit Document 

The document is divided into two major sections, one each covering 
the Acquisition and eService sites. Green headers indicate those 
major sections. 

The audit employs several categories against which content is rated. 
Reading from left to right in the audit document, the columns include: 

Content Category This column assigns a category to each piece of help content on the site. Some are 
current categories; others are new ways of thinking about the content. These 
categories are a first step toward developing a content hierarchy where we will 
determine the order of importance of the content.  

Content Description Each individual piece of current content is logged in this column, and is grouped 
according to the category or site section in which it appears. (These section indicators 
appear as blue headers.) 

Location This column provides the URL for where the content is located. We have included this 
for quick reference to the content’s source.  

Home, Office These columns are used to indicate if content falls in one or both categories. 
Zip Code Required This column indicates if a user must enter a zip code to view the help content. 
Log In Required This column indicates if a user must log in first before viewing the content. 
Pure Savings Plan, Custom Delivery These column specifies if content applies to one or both categories. 
Repeated Content This rating designates content that is repeated in one or more sections across the 

site. 
Relocate from Help to another section  As a first step toward recommending what content should be moved to a different 

section, this column tags content that should be re-categorized under a different site 
section.

Move to eService, Move to Acquisitions Indicates an initial recommendation that content would serve users better if it was 
relocated to one of these sections. 

Eliminate Content Indicates an initial recommendation for content that should be eliminated entirely. 
Comments Provides comments on the content and its categorization. 


